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CLASSIFIED AND ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SIR WILLIAM
OSLER'S PUBLICATIONS. Edited by Maude E. Abbott. 2nd Ed.
revised and indexed. Published for the Medical Museum, McGill
University, Montreal, Canada, 1939. Pp. xiii + 163. $2.25.
Two sentences appearing in "An Appreciation" which constitutes a portion
of the introductory material to this volume effectively tell what needs be told.
They may be quoted: "The great number of writings about Osler has, in
recent years, begun to obscure to some degree the actual writings by Osler."
"This bibiography is then an attempt to present in a comprehensive and easily
intelligible form a record of the work of William Osler."
Thus is described the purpose; thus defined the scope. Thus is provided
a record that cannot fail to inspire awe, and, curiously enough, one which, to
the curious, is very entertaining reading. Thus is offered the proof in small
print, line by line, that no idle boast entered into the explanation " . . . if I
have had any measure of success at all, it has been solely because of doing the
day's work . . . just as faithfully and honestly and energetically as was in
my power."
As a purely bibliographic tool these pages must prove valuable, but it is a
misfortune that this bibliography of the one-time President of the Bibliographi-
cal Society could not have met with greater care in some of its less important
details. Surely "Pharnyx," "plebolith," and "pthisis" should not be credited
to Osler without explanation; nor is it helpful to cite from such varied forms
as "Trans. Assn. Am. Phys.," "Tr. Assn. Am. Physicians," "Tr. Assn. Am.
Phys.," "Tr. Assoc. Am. Physicians," even though such variants can cause
no confusion. Furthermore, the difficulties in uniform presentation of
material of this kind increase as the square of the number of type sizes and
styles used. G. H. SMITH.
FUNDAMENTALS OF BIOLOGY. By William C. Beaver. C. V.
Mosby Co., St. Louis. Pp. xx + 896. $4.50.
This ambitious text of numerous commendable features shows an acquaint-
ance with the facts of Biology which sets a high standard of achievement for
any young worker. Few topics in the field remain untouched. This fact
makes the book especially valuable for longer survey courses, particularly
with advanced students. It is well adapted for review seminars and is a fine
source book or teaching aid for the laboratory assistant and beginning instruc-
tor. There are many bits of interesting information not readily available in
other sources and often needed for answering the many "posers" flung at the
inexperienced teacher.
The pages of subject matter are not overbalanced in any one subdivision
of either animal or plant biology. Their comprehensiveness would seem to
make wise selection of topics necessary in order to complete the course in even
a year's treatment. What the general student might lack in thotough mastery578 YALE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
of the wealth of facts presented could be more than offset by his gaining a
real appreciation of the great extent of the field. Too often one who takes
Biology for cultural purposes assumes complete knowledge when he has merely
broken open a few inches of soil.
There is no room for such a narrow conception of Biology as this if one
is exposed to as inclusive a picture as Fundamentals of Biology paints. One
begins to wonder if the title of the book is not a bit misleading, the scope is
so extensive.
Another advantage a book of this kind offers is the incentive to dip into
many pages for extra reading and investigation. Time limits in the class-
room often do not permit covering the entire ground. Readable style, a
wealth of illustration, and stimulating thought questions at the end of chap-
ters invite doing more than required assignments of briefer courses.
The balance between animal and plant biology is maintained, neither being
subordinated to the other as is sometimes the case when one who is primarily
a botanist or zoologist undertakes to treat the combined fields. The five-part
volume has a total of forty-one chapters and five appendix sections. Portions
worthy of mention are those treating economics, ecology, general physiology,
photosynthesis, applied biology. The systemic summaries of comparative
morphology and physiology will be found useful and not too detailed.
Organization is good, proceeding logically. Such mechanical errors as
occur, for example "wolly apple aphid" (p. 418), will be avoided in future
editions. Improvement can be made in some of the interesting original illus-
trations. One gets the impression of amateurishness, haste, and lack of care
in the preparation, outlines, stippling, and labeling of some figures, although
much labor has gone into some of the plates. What authority there may be
for writing the name John Burroughs in the simplified form of "Burrows"
(p. 794), is not known to this reviewer. But these are minor defects, easily
corrected.
The key to the orders of insects, directions for aquarium care, list of pre-
fixes and suffixes, all have their possibilities for usefulness. Reference lists for
outside consultation are ample. There is a lengthy glossary. The tint of
paper used for printing is a decided innovation that promises to be an improve-
ment. There are other features which show the cumulative effects of teaching
experience. This book will undoubtedly make a place for itself in the list of
books valuable for instructional purposes in General Biology. C. PACKARD.
THE PHYSIOLOGY OF MUSCULAR EXERCISE. By G. H. McCurdy
and L. A. Larson. Lea & Febiger, Philadelphia, 1939. Pp. 349.
$3.75.
This book is an uncritical and inexact plea for physical training as a means
to develop (a) organic health, (b) attention, alertness, and accuracy of move-
ment, (c) character, and (d) proper expression of the emotions. The main